NOTICE OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT

TO: EAST COAST HARLEY, INC.
17975 MAIN STREET
DUMFRIES, VA 22026

DATE ISSUED: August 10, 2011
CURRENT REFERENCE NO: 205-10
CONTRACT TITLE: LAW ENFORCEMENT MOTORCYCLES
AMENDMENT NO: 1

THIS IS A NOTICE OF AWARD OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT AND NOT AN ORDER. NO WORK IS AUTHORIZED UNTIL THE VENDOR RECEIVES A VALID COUNTY PURCHASE ORDER ENCUMBERING CONTRACT FUNDS.

The above referenced contract is amended as follows:

CHANGE FROM THE SPECIFICATION THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

PAGE 8, ITEM IN BULLET 1, 3, 5 AND 6:

1. **Year - Make & Model**: current model year (New) Harley-Davidson FLHTPI Electra Glide Solo Law Enforcement Motorcycle (Fleet/Non-Leased).
3. **Transmission**: Shall not be less than six (6) forward speeds, shall be manual shift with double-row chain drive.
5. **Brakes**: Shall be dual drilled front disc 11.81 inch; single rear disc 11.81 inch; without anti-lock braking system.
6. **Wheel/Tires**: Shall be cast wheels with tubeless tires with non-skid tread, full four-ply fabric reinforcement, Manufacturer, Dunlop front D408M/C81H 130/80R17 and rear D407M/C81h 180/65R16 blackwall. Tires shall be designed to remain on wheel during loss of air pressure.

PAGE 9, ITEM 18 BULLET C, D AND E:

C) Whelen six(6) light "Tour-Pak" system MB6B rear opening in black, with six (6) series 400 over/under super LED (blue and white) split lens kit, one (1) run/brake/turn signal strip lamp(#01-0663506MKO), one (1) in box MC battery charger, one (1) M1 auxiliary battery in box, fused terminal block, switching relay, wiring harness with waterproof connectors.
D) Two (2) front fender mounted Whelen LINZ6 Super LED light head (Blue), LINZ6 Super LED light head (Clear) and LINZ6 Dual Fender Mount for Harley Davidson.
E) One (1) Whelen siren chrome bell with PA function and speaker, 100 amp

PAGE 10, ITEM 22:

22. **Radio**: Standard OEM AM/FM Weather Band radio w/OEM remote controlled hand controls mounted on hand bars.

EMPLOYERS NOT TO BENEFIT:
NO COUNTY EMPLOYEE SHALL RECEIVE ANY SHARE OR BENEFIT OF THIS CONTRACT NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
VENDOR CONTACT: JEFF WALLACE
VENDOR PAYMENT TERMS: NET 30 DAYS
TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EIN/SSN): 54-1391165
EMAIL ADDRESS: JEFF.WALLACE@EASTCOASTHARLEY.COM
COUNTY CONTACT: ADAM LEHMAN

VENDOR TEL. NO.: 703-221-3757
VENDOR FAX. NO.: 703-221-6855
COUNTY TEL. NO.: 703-228-6466

CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION

DATE

DISTRIBUTION

BID FOLDER: 1

Yvette Gonzalez
Procurement Officer